Abstract.
Let SS denote the set of bounded operators on the Hubert space H which have norm not greater than one. A map F:38->3$ of the form If we assume that S is not compact then R has an infinite dimensional and separable invariant subspace t on which R is an invertible operator. Now we restrict our attention to t. Let W=R\T. The map F1(A/) = yV(/+ WN)~l defined for contraction operators N on t must be w.o.t. continuous. Since IF is invertible, themap5definedbyß(A') = Ä'(l+Ä')-1 = WTiW~xK) is w.o.t. continuous on {K:\\S~XK\\ £ 1} <= {A::||á:|| ^ l/llfF"1!!} â *.
We now produce a contradiction to our assumption that 5 is not compact and J5" is w.o.t. continuous by proving that BiK) is not w.o.t. continuous at the origin. Since t is separable we may, with no loss of generality, assume that r is L2i~it, it). Let a=l/|| 1F_1||<1 and let Kn denote the operator on r given by [Knf] ix) = knix)fix), where knix) = a. sin nx. By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma Kn converges to 0 in the weak operator topology. However,
